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Abstract
Software-controlled measuring instruments used in commercial transactions, such as fuel dispensers and smart meters, are sometimes subject to “memory replacement” attacks. Cybercriminals replace the approved software by a
malicious one that then tampers with measurement results, inflicting a financial loss to customers and companies.
To mitigate such attacks, legal metrology systems often require regular device attestation, where an auditor checks
that the device possesses (“knows”) the approved software. However, current attestation methods usually require
the software to be known by the auditor, thus increasing the risk of inadvertent leakage or malicious theft of proprietary information, besides facilitating its malicious adulteration. We describe how this issue can be addressed in
legal metrology systems by using zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoK). These proofs enable attestation
of possession of approved software, while ensuring its confidentiality from the auditor. To further provide publicly
verifiable evidence of freshness, each such proof can be related to a fresh random value from a public randomness
beacon. This article presents the basic conceptual idea, while also discussing pitfalls that should be avoided.
Keywords: device attestation, legal metrology, proof of knowledge, public auditability, randomness beacon,
zero-knowledge proof.
Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identified in this document in order to describe an
experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is neither intended to imply recommendation
or endorsement by INMETRO or NIST, nor to imply that they are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

1.
1.1.

Introduction

ment, legal metrology can be defined as the “practice
and process of applying a regulatory structure and enforcement to metrology” [OIM12]. Laws concerning
measuring instruments are needed when measurement
errors or fraud can affect commercial transactions, public safety, health-related decisions, or the environment
[Kel19]. Each country has at least one national metrological authority [OIM13] to enforce the metrological regulations and execute legal metrology procedures. (European
harmonized standards rely on Notified Bodies [Gal13].)
In legal metrology, the accuracy requirement for computational systems calibrated for measurements should
consider that they may be deployed in settings susceptible to adversarial attacks. Therefore, these systems
should consider security properties such as integrity and
authenticity [MANSV20]. In fact, digital/computer security has been proposed as one of the next-generation

Measuring instruments and legal metrology

In modern society, measuring instruments are a cornerstone of many activity sectors, including trade, safety,
environment and health. For example, when filling an automobile fuel tank, a customer trusts that the volume of
fuel dispensed by the pump corresponds to the displayed
measurement result. Given the importance of measurements in many economic activities, each country develops a “legal metrology” framework composed of laws
and regulations that strive to ensure that measurements
are accurate (agree with corresponding standard units),
reliable (stable against environmental changes), and incorruptible (impervious to malicious manipulation).
While scientific metrology is the science of measure1
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“key enabling technologies” for Industry [PBOE+21]
and has indeed played an increasing critical role in Industry [CLL20]. Correspondingly, its consideration is
also required for improved legal metrology.
Each legal metrology authority enacts, through regulations, a set of software security requirements to
protect from and detect non-authorized modifications
in the software of measuring instruments. Then, for an
embedded software to be approved by the metrological authority, it must comply with these requirements
[PBMC+14]. The integrity verification of the approved software is one of the most critical concerns
of software security regulation requirements [PPST15].
In legal metrology, measuring instruments must prove
their software’s integrity to a customer or an oﬀicial auditor. The integrity check is typically obtained through
a device attestation protocol.
1.2.

that the prover does not know in advance), which the
prover requires in order to produce the response. Several approaches have been proposed to ensure freshness,
such as based on random number [SPVK04], pseudorandom sequence [CFPS09], increasing integer [ISZ17],
session keys [KBGK17], or timestamps [ERT17]. The
approach proposed in this paper uses a public randomness beacon for this purpose.
A randomness beacon is a time-stamped source of
public randomness [KBPB19]. At regular time intervals, it publishes a pulse, containing a fresh sequence
of random bits. The pulse also contains a digital signature and various other fields. The pulses are also
hash-chained. A beacon needs to have three critical properties: unpredictability, autonomy, and consistency [FIP11]. Unpredictability means no one can predict the random bits of new pulses. Autonomy means
no one can influence the probability distribution of the
output bits. Consistency means that all users accessing
a particular pulse have the same view, namely the same
random string. The pulses are archived forever and can
be retrieved by anyone, using a well-defined interface
(e.g., via the Internet).
A proof that is bound to the randomness of a pulse
becomes bound to its timestamp, implying that the
proof cannot have been created before the pulse was
publicly known. The time interval between (i) the
present moment and (ii) the timestamp of that beacon
randomness can be used as a quantitative measure of
freshness. This freshness is publicly verifiable, since
each timestamped pulse from the beacon is signed and
hash-chained in a publicly-readable database. Furthermore, a user can query the database to retrieve any
previous pulse and its associated data.
Legal metrology tries to mitigate the malicious software replacement attack by requiring regular device attestation (software integrity verification), where an auditor checks that the device possesses (“knows”) the
original software by comparing it to a copy held by the
auditor. However, if the attestation requires the auditor to view the software, there is a major drawback
to confidentiality. The protection of the manufacturer’s
intellectual property is jeopardized, since the attack surface to steal the software has increased beyond the instrument. Also, this is inconvenient in practice since it
narrows the set of possible auditors to only include auditors that are trusted to handle confidential material.

Device attestation

A “device attestation” protocol is a technique that allows a software-controlled device to make a reliable
statement about its memory content. The device attestation has two participants: the verifier V (the auditor)
and the prover P (the instrument). The main goal
is to enable V to confirm that P has some embedded
software expected by V. This is an essential component
of metrological verification [OIM13].
Device attestation is, in general, implemented as
a challenge-response protocol [CGLH+11]. Figure 1
shows the five main steps: (1) V prepares a challenge
for P, and (2) sends it to P; (3) P computes a response
and (4) sends it to V; (5) V checks that the response is
valid with respect to the challenge.
1. Prepare

Auditor
(Verifier)
5. Verify

2. Challenge
4. Respond

Instrument
(Prover)
3. Calculate

Figure 1. Device attestation

Often, the response is the output of a hash function
that uses the memory content and the challenge. Using
a hash allows succinctness, while still convincing that
the challenge was used. In other words, the response
can only be satisfied with access to the declared memory content after the challenge was made known. If P
is an honest prover (i.e., it acts as specified by the protocol, and its memory content satisfies the statement
being proven), it convinces the verifier about memory
content. If P lacks the required memory content, then
it should not be able to convince V.
A device attestation protocol should reflect the current status of the prover. This property, called freshness, is ensured by including a challenge (information

1.3.

Enhanced security

State-of-the-art practical cryptography offers the opportunity for legal metrology frameworks to enable attestation of software possession with refined security properties. In particular, it is possible to enable a dual requirement of confidentially and auditability. For example, prior work has considered the case of confidentiality
of measurements, sometimes in systems with many sensors (such as smart-grids), using cryptographic build2
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ing blocks, such as homomorphic encryption and even
• The randomness beacon: an agreed trusted
functional encryption, to enable auditability of software
public randomness source [BeaconUS; BeaconBR;
functionality with respect to the combination and transBeaconCL] that periodically outputs signed timesformation of many measurement results [PYMS+20].
tamped random values.
• The vendor/manufacturer: the entity that is
The present work is focused on confidentiality of
responsible for setting (and possibly updating) the
the embedded software, for independent individual
embedded software in the measuring instruments.
measurements, without concern for confidentiality of
the measurement results. By using a zero-knowledge
proof (ZKP), more specifically a ZKP of knowledge 2.2. Building blocks
(ZKPoK), an auditor unacquainted with the approved
software can still check whether it is known by a mea- ZKASP uses the following cryptographic primitives:
suring instrument. The proposed solution approach is
• Digital signature [FIPS 186-5]. Any party can
dubbed ZKASP: ZKP-based attestation of software
create a pair (k, K) of keys: one private (k) for
possession for measuring instruments.
signing; one public (K) for verification. Given any
In the proposed ZKASP solution, the assurance of
string M , the party can use its private key to comconfidentiality becomes technical/cryptographic, inpute a signature σ ← Sign[k](M ). Given M and σ,
stead of depending on a non-disclosure agreement by
any party with the public key can verify authenticthe auditor. Besides the oﬀicial auditors, the customers
ity: VerSign[K](σ, M ) = true. However, without
can also run the protocol before a commercial transacthe private key it is unfeasible for any party to
tion, to ensure that the instruments are able to prove
compute σ that would pass the verification.
knowledge of the correct software.
• Hash function [FIPS 180-4]. A hash function
The proposed solution also enables freshness based
H takes as input any string M , of arbitrary length,
on a “nonce”, which is obtained from a public randomand outputs a (short) string hM = H(M ). Any
ness beacon. The timestamped nonce creates an upparty can compute H. Given h, it is unfeasible
per bound for the age of the proof, which can be pubfor any party to find an M such that h = H(M ).
licly verified. This solution also prevents replay attacks,
Given M , it is unfeasible for any party to find anwhere a valid proof is maliciously repeated. Current
other M ′ such that H(M ′ ) = H(M ). Furthermore
public randomness beacons, such as the NIST one, have
(informally), H(M ) reveals no information about
a pulsation period of one minute.
M (when that M is unpredictable).
While the proposed solution is conceptually simple, it
• ZKPoK [ZKProof]: A ZKPoK (zero-knowledge
is important to avoid a number of pitfalls. For example,
proof of knowledge) is a cryptographic method by
while the generation of a hash of the software requires
which a party (the prover) proves to another party
knowledge of the software, a proof of knowledge of the
(the verifier) that it knows a secret value x, but
said hash is not a proof of knowledge of the software.
does not disclose x itself. For example, the prover
Thus, the ZKASP solution should simultaneously be
may know the prime factorization of a large intesuccinct and require access to the full software. Difger (e.g., used in some crypto-systems) and wish to
ferent mechanisms are possible depending on the legal
prove this to a verifier, without revealing the prime
metrology system model and the allowed interaction
factors. The method ensures that someone without
between various parties.
the secret cannot successfully act as a prover.
ZKASP also uses various components of the infrastructure of the Internet, such as secure communication
[RFC 8446] and public-key infrastructure [RFC 5280].
As
for the public randomness server, our proposal is to
2.1. Participants
use any server that is interoperable with the NIST BeaFor a given type of measuring instrument, there are con. This server provides, every minute, a timestamped
and cryptographically signed 512-bit random string.
various parties in the system of interest:
The
signature authenticating these random strings can
• Measuring instruments (a.k.a. provers): the
be
verified
off-line using the server’s public key.
individual instruments that are required to provide
a proof of knowledge of the approved software.
• Auditors (a.k.a. verifiers): those that interact 2.3. ZKPoK bound to time and identities
with the measuring instrument to verify that the
instrument “knows” the approved software. Usu- The type of ZKPoK we will use — let us call it Π — for
ally, these are oﬀicial auditors, but in the proposed proving knowledge of a secret S, with a certain property
T (i.e., T (S) = true), is of the following basic form:
solution they can also be regular customers.
• The authority: a legal metrology authority (or
• The verifier sends an external challenge C to the
notified body) providing public parameters that
prover. This external challenge includes a timesenable the device attestation protocol.
tamp, identifiers, and fresh random values. (We
2.

System model and building blocks

3
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own secret key; the authority and the vendor both
have a list of the public keys of all instruments.

call it “external” to avoid confusion with a common
[internal] “challenge” step in the generation of Π.)
• The prover replies with a value π ← Π(C, S) that
could only have been produced by someone who
knows secret S satisfying T , and who simultaneously knows C .
• Given π and C , the verifier can eﬀiciently compute
VerProof(π, C), which returns true if and only if
the proof is valid, i.e., satisfies the two conditions
expressed above.
Section 3.2 describes our solution, which amounts
to designing the external challenge C and choosing a
ZKPoK Π so as to ensure zero-knowledge, eliminate
some attacks, and mitigate others.
It should not be possible to reuse the proof constructed by one instrument in order to produce a proof
for a different instrument. It should also not be possible
to use an old proof to construct a fresh proof, even if by
the same instrument. More generally, a good solution
must ensure that proofs are bound to the context in
which they were produced.
To ensure this, we devise the external challenge C to
be dependent on various strings that, together, specify
the context. For example, if using C = (t, µt , IDP , IDV ),
where µt is a random string produced at time t by a
public source of randomness, the proof π ← Π(C, S)
becomes bound to the time t and to the prover and
verifier identities (IDP , IDV ).

3.
3.1.

3.2.

The baseline ZKASP Protocol

Next we provide a textual description of an attestation
interaction, with some simplifications. Some details are
deferred to Figure 2 in Appendix A.
In an attestation interaction, started at time t, between an auditor j and an instrument i:
1. External challenge. The auditor obtains the
most recent pulse Bt from the public randomness
beacon, verifies its consistency (e.g., that it is
properly signed), and extracts its output random
value rt and the corresponding timestamp t. Then,
the auditor determines the current time t′ in its
own local clock and locally-generates a random
value rt′ . The auditor composes these elements,
along with the public key Xi of the instrument
to be audited, and signs them together, obtaining σj = Sign[yj ] ((t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi )) and then sends
C = (t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi , Yj , σj ) to the instrument.
2. Response. The instrument checks that the received Xi (inside C ) is indeed the instrument’s
public key. Then it checks the validity of the auditor’s signature σj , with respect to the public key
Yj . An actual implementation needs to perform
various other verifications, such as checking that
the pair of timestamps is acceptable: well ordered,
and consistent with a trusted local clock (if available). If any verification fails, then the instrument
aborts the interaction. Otherwise it produces the
proof π = Π(C, S), i.e., a Ct -bound ZKPoK of
“S satisfying H(S) = h”. Finally, the instrument
signs the proof, obtaining Sign[xi ](π), and sends
(π, σi ) to the auditor.
The au3. Local verification and transfer.
ditor checks the validity of (π, σi ), i.e., that
VerProof[h](π, C) = true and VerSign[Xi ](σi , π) =
true. Note that this implies that the proof was
produced after the randomness values rt and rt′
were generated. The auditor then transfers the
tuple (C, π, σi ) to the authority.
4. Central verification. The authority makes the
necessary checks, including that the proof is valid
and is bound to the appropriate context — appropriate timestamps, requested by auditor j , and
produced by instrument i after the beacon value
rt was generated. The authority then stores the
proof and associated context. Conceivably, this
can later be publicly audited.
The described protocol is agnostic to the ZKPoK technique used to prove knowledge of a hash pre-image. This
may be based on a general-purpose ZKPoK technique
to prove knowledge of the input of a function (a hash,
in this case), which yields the output h. The details are
beyond the scope of this paper. However, we note that

ZKASP protocols
Setup (initial deployment)

The typical setting for a ZKASP protocol is as follows:
• Cryptographic keys. All parties have private
and public keys for a signature scheme. The j -th
auditor’s private/public key pair is (yj , Yj ). The
i-th instrument’s key pair is (xi , Xi ). The authority’s and vendor’s key pairs are, respectively, (a, A)
and (v, V ). The public key of each party is also
used as its identity.
• Software approval. Through an agreed protocol,
during the type approval [OIM13], the authority
approves the software S developed by a vendor for
use with a type of measuring instruments.
• Software commitment. At time t0 , the authority publishes the hash h = H(S) of the
approved software S , along with a signature
σA = Sign[a](t0 ||rt0 ||h) by the authority, and a
corresponding signature σV = Sign[v](t0 ||rt0 ||h) by
the vendor, where rt0 is the most recent beacon
randomness (from time t0 ). On purpose, the signing of the same element, by the authority and by
the vendor, requires coordination between the two.
• Software deployment. The vendor deploys the
measuring instruments, each with a private-public
key pair (xi , Xi ). Only the instrument knows its
4
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“commitment” U = u · G;
(b) computes the internal “challenge” c = H (C||U )
(c) computes the “answer” z = u + c · hτ (mod q);
The prover defines π = (U, z) and signs it σ =
Sign[xi ](π) and then sends (π, σi ) to the verifier.
3. Local verification and transfer. The verifier
accepts the proof if and only if z · G = U + c · Qτ ,
where c is computed as also prescribed in step 2(b)
for the instrument. The transfer to a central authority and the central verification follow the same
logic as in the baseline protocol.
Note that U and (c·Qτ ) are points in the elliptic curve,
and the last addition is an elliptic curve operation. This
is known as a Schnorr proof [Sch91] and, under standard cryptographic assumptions, securely demonstrates
knowledge of hτ , the discrete-log of Qτ . By proxy, assuming that the instrument did not receive the value
hτ from an adversary, it follows that the instrument
must have known the entire software S to learn hτ .

computing such ZKPoK entails not only every step of
the computation of h = H(S), which processes every bit
of S, but also a multiplicative overhead of the ZKP to
prove that each of those steps was correctly performed.

3.3.

A lightweight ZKASP protocol

It is conceivable that low-resource devices may be unable to eﬀiciently perform the generic ZKPoK described
in Section 3.2. For those cases, we describe a much more
eﬀicient approach, essentially based on a simple discretelog ZKPoK (a Schnorr proof [Sch91]). The tradeoff, as
compared with the previous solution, is that it requires
a more active role by the authority (or the vendor) and
a corresponding synchronization by the auditor.

Elliptic curve parameters. The system uses global
elliptic curve parameters [SP 800-186] agreed by every
party. These include a cyclic group Gq of order q and generator G, e.g., based on Curve25519 [RFC 7748; Ber06],
which can be the same as already used for signatures.
Frequent fresh commitments. For this lightweight solution, we assume that a trusted party with knowledge of
the software S periodically obtains the most recent public randomness pulse Bτ , with random output value ρ
and timestamp τ , uses them to compute a secret value
hτ = H(ρ||S), and then commits to it by publishing
Qτ = hτ ·G. The operation · represents a multiplication
in the elliptic curve. Therefore, Qτ is simply a point on
Curve25519, which can be represented by a 256-bit integer. Under standard cryptographic assumptions, the
publication of Qτ does not reveal hτ .
Since Qτ changes frequently (the frequency can be as
high as the beacon period allows, e.g., once per minute),
the knowledge of hτ = H(ρ||S) can be used as a proxy
for the knowledge of S . However, note that the period for producing new values Qτ may be larger than
the beacon pulsating period. To prove knowledge of hτ ,
the following (Schnorr-based) protocol suﬀices.

3.4.

Clarifications for implementation

Next, we clarify some aspects of the presented protocols.

Timestamps. The described protocols include various
timestamps. Ideally these would be very close to each
other, but it is possible to have some discrepancies,
namely if the period for generating new commitments Qτ
is larger than the beacon’s period. One advantage of including the timestamp t′ from the auditor’s clock is that
it constitutes an assertion of the auditor’s responsibility.
One advantage of including the timestamp(s) from the
beacon pulse(s) (whose randomness is/are used) is that
it facilitates verifying whether the time discrepancies
(namely with the auditor’s timestamp) are acceptable
(according to some chosen rule). A concrete implementation can also decide to bind to the proof a timestamp
from the instrument’s local clock (if/when available).

Auditor-Instrument interaction:
1. External challenge. In comparison with the baseline protocol described in Section 3.2, the external
challenge prepared by the auditor (verifier) has
two additional elements: τ , ρ. The challenge becomes C = (τ, ρ, t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi , Yj , σj ), where σj =
Sign[yj ] ((τ, ρ, t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi )). Recall that t and t′
are the timestamps of the beacon and the auditor.
2. Response. The instrument (prover) makes the
necessary checks, including that the embedded identifiers and the signature σj are valid, and that the
triplet of timestamps (τ, t, t′ ) is acceptable. If any
check fails, then the instrument aborts. Otherwise,
it computes the hash hτ = H(ρ||S) and its commitment Qτ = hτ · G. Then, the instrument produces
the proof π (a ZKPoK of the discrete-log of Qτ ):
(a) selects a random number u and computes its

Knowledge of the instrument’s public key. The description assumes that the auditor knows in advance the instrument’s public key Xi . This does not have to be the
case. If unknown at start, Xi can be discovered through
a standard handshake process or even from a physically
stamped code on the instrument. This may be useful
for the case of a member of the public acting as auditor.
External challenge. It is important to note that the
external challenge Ct is not (and does not replace)
what is sometimes called the [internal] “challenge” of
a ZKPoK. In the presented protocols, we are prepending the external-challenge message to what can then
be a non-interactive ZKPoK, whose internal challenge
component is computed (by the instrument) using the
Fiat-Shamir heuristic [FS87].
5
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Security considerations

4.2.

Basic properties

Adversaries without the approved software

The following paragraphs discuss what can(not) be
achieved by an adversary without the software, with respect to forging proofs. The considerations are intended
as clarifying comments to convey intuition about security properties. However, they are not a proof of security. Concrete protocols following the ZKASP approach
(i.e., building on fresh, transferable ZKPs of software
possession) should be accompanied by a specific formulation of the properties intended of the system model
(possibly derived from a so-called ideal model) and how
they are achieved by the proposed concrete protocol.

Important security properties for the legal metrology
system stem essentially from the underlying building
blocks: ZKPoK and beacon randomness. Informally:
• Completeness. If every party is honest, then the
system leads the auditors to obtain valid proofs from
instruments. These proofs can later be validated by
the authority and even verified by the public.
• Soundness. A party without access to the software cannot produce a signature. This stems from
the “extractability” property of the ZKPoK, i.e.,
that producing a valid proof implies being able to
write down the full software string. Furthermore,
the use of a signature also implies access to the
secret key of the instrument names in the proof.
In practice, we are satisfied with computational
soundness (as is the case already with signatures),
meaning that it relies on cryptographic assumptions (e.g., intractability of computing a discrete
logarithm in some mathematical group).
• Zero-knowledge (with transferability). By
definition, the ZKPoK does not reveal any information (in a cryptographic sense) about the software. However, it is noteworthy that the use of the
Fiat-Shamir technique (for a non-interactive proof)
makes the proof transferable, meaning that one
gains the ability to prove that someone has knowledge of the software. This is an intentional feature.
The digital signature also corresponds to a transferable proof of access to (i.e., of knowledge of) the
private signing key that corresponds to the public
verification key (the instrument’s public key) that
was bound to the proof of knowledge of software.
• Verifiable freshness. The use of public randomness from a randomness beacon binds the proof to
a public timestamped value trusted to be unpredictable before the timestamp. This means that
no one could have generated the proof before said
timestamps. This enables placing an upper bound
on the age of a proof.

Goal: A malicious instrument, without the valid software, wants to produce a valid proof of correct software
possession. For example, either an adversary has replaced the instrument’s software, or the instrument has
not undergone a mandatory software update.
Capabilities: The adversary (e.g., a malicious auditor)
has access to honest instruments and is able to request
valid proofs from them, being able to completely determine the used challenges. However, the adversary is
assumed to not be able to exfiltrate the private signing
key or the approved software from deployed measuring
instruments.
Impracticable attacks: ZKASP inhibits the well-known
proxy attacks and precomputing attacks [SL16] against
device attestation protocols.
• Pre-computing attack (trying to reuse old
proofs): A malicious auditor is able to interact
with an honest instrument and thereby obtain
many proofs. In an unprotected system, the auditor could later try to reuse the pre-computed
proofs, when, in fact, the instrument would already
have been corrupted and no longer possess the
correct software. ZKASP prevents this forgery of
younger proof ages, because of its binding to timestamped (unpredictable) beacon randomness. If at
a time t (with precision in minutes) the instrument
loses access to the software, from that moment onward it will not be able to produce a proof with an
acceptable claim that it was produced after time t.
• Proxy attack (trying to use proofs from
others): In unprotected attestation protocols, the
adversary may try to act as a malicious instrument
(without the approved software), evading the attestation by redirecting the challenge to a nearby honest instrument, acting as a proxy [PSLP12]. This is
not possible in ZKASP, since the proofs of software
possession (ZKPoK) produced by other honest instruments (with access to the software) are bound
to the instrument’s identity, and will therefore not
be valid if claimed by other instruments.

The use of a digital signature scheme is crucial for
ZKASP, to provide authenticity of the author of a
proof. In turn, this prevents proxy attacks. Naturally,
this relies on a trust model about public keys, which
can be supported on a public key infrastructure and
blockchains [MMACR19; MMPM20; PWTS18]. Furthermore, the legal metrology framework itself should
promote a system of transparency, which may, for example, include making publicly accessible a list of the
public keys of all measuring instruments.
A formal security analysis should consider an idealization of security, such as in the ideal/real simulation paradigm, e.g., in the universal composability (UC)
framework [Can01].
6
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Adversaries with the approved software

key, in a way that prevents the malicious auditor
from building the proof alone. In other words, the
idea would be to require a much higher interaction
between the holder of the key and the holder of
the software. A proof of software possession would
still be possible via an interactive secure computation between the instrument and the malicious auditor, each with the corresponding secret (private
key and software, respectively). While this would
not eliminate the possibility of the attack (after all,
the pair of colluding parties knows the entire secret
needed to produce the proof), it would increase the
practical diﬀiculty / deterrent for collusion.

It is important to bear in mind that the ZKASP approach proposes a proof of possession, which is not equivalent to a proof about the entire memory of the instrument. For example, an instrument capable of retaining
the correct software and additional malicious code will
still be an instance of possession of the correct software.
Possible attacks in which the adversary possesses the
approved software are out of scope for resolution in this
paper. Yet, it is instructive to consider their possibility.
• Compression attack: the adversary compresses
the approved software and then adds a small malicious code in the instrument’s memory [CFPS09].
• Time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTOU) attack: a malicious instrument can download the approved software just in time for attestation, but all
other times use a malicious software [NJRT20].
• Collusion attack: two malicious instruments
have complementary pieces of the approved software; together they can reconstruct the entire
approved software [YWZC07].
• Proofs-as-a-service (PaaS): an adversary that
knows the approved software can create a proof
that is bound to the public key of an instrument
that does not possess the software; then, this adversary could provide (e.g., sell) this forged proof
to a corrupted instrument that would simply sign
the proof, thereby obtaining the two elements (π, σ)
needed to trick the authority into believing that a
valid attestation has been performed.
Despite the above attacks, the attestation provided
by ZKASP addresses an important problem. It prevents
malicious instruments from posing as honest, when
oblivious of the confidential correct software and unaided by an adversary knowledgeable of the software.
Possible attacks in which the adversary possesses the
approved software do not break the semantics of the
proof, although it shows one limitation of the ZKASP
approach. This case is out of scope of resolution in this
paper, but for concrete schemes it is worth considering what complementing techniques may be possible to
implement. For example:
• System restrictions.
The compression attack can conceivably be prevented by a noncompressing software string that fills up the entire
memory. The TOCTOU and collusion attacks may
be mitigatable by hardware restricting the interaction capabilities of the instrument. While these are
conceivable mitigations, ensuring the mentioned restrictions is not trivial in practice.
• More sophisticated ZKPoK. The described
PaaS attack requires manipulating the instrument
to sign a forged proof. Conceivably, this can be
mitigated by a more sophisticated ZKPoK that
would be verifiably bound also to the private key
of the instrument, rather than only to the public

5.

Discussion

ZKASP is an approach to attestation of software possession by measuring instruments in a legal metrology
framework. The approach enables public auditability
and allows attestation to auditors not in possession of
the software. The approach makes essential use of a
ZKPoK in combination with a public randomness server.

5.1.

Foreseen ZKASP deployment

An adoption of the ZKASP approach is expected to
be suitable for deployment in instruments with microcontrollers running without an operating system. These
micro-controllers, used in “built-for-purpose measuring
instruments” — a type P computer, according to the
European Cooperation in Legal Metrology (WELMEC)
Guide 7.2 [WEL20] — would be chosen to support a
chosen ZKPoK. Instruments such as fuel dispensers (gas
pumps), utility meters, grain moisture meters, and nonautomatic weighing instruments (grocery store scales)
are examples of measuring instruments that could benefit from ZKASP. It is worth noting that ZKASP is
a hybrid device attestation protocol [SL16] that depends on software and specialized hardware to secure
the instrument’s secret signing key. (General-purpose
computers running with an operating system are more
flexible for other attestation approaches [PPST15].)
Concrete implementations are beyond the scope of
this paper but, even in settings where the general
ZKASP approach (a direct ZKPoK of a pre-image of
the hash of a long software) may be too expensive (say,
due to low resources of the micro-controller), it is possible to consider the described lightweight version, based
on a very eﬀicient Schnorr proof (Section 3.3), albeit
requiring a more active role by the authority and synchronization by the auditor.
5.2.

Expectations about ZKASP

It is important to differentiate between what ZKASP
solves and what it does not. To start, a proof of knowledge/possession of the correct software does not guarantee absence of an additional incorrect software. So,
7
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in some cases an attacker may be able to subvert a
measuring device by injecting code that controls the
operation, and that has access to the correct software,
in order to generate a valid proof of knowledge when
requested. For example, it is conceivable that a malicious code injection would make the display screen
always show an amount increased by a constant factor,
in comparison with the correct measurement.
Despite the above, ZKASP at least impedes the generation of a valid proof by attackers that do not “know”
(or do not have access to) the correct software. Therefore, if a client checks the proof as a condition of paying,
then it will not be victimized by a device that does not
possess the correct software. Also, if a physical system
is able to guarantee that the software that executes in
connection with a measuring operation is the software
about which a proof of knowledge is performed, then
the proof does provide additional assurance of which
software has operated. (It may still be significantly
diﬀicult to guarantee that the software did not change
between the check and the use.) Furthermore, one can
also consider having the software (the one being attested) digitally signing the measuring results, so that
the later signature verification (say, by the customer,
using a personally-owned mobile device) serves as an
additional check before deciding “what to pay”. While
such complementary procedures can serve as additional
deterrents against corrupted measurement results, the
remainder of the paper is focused only on the actual
ZKASP proposal.

6.

Conclusions

This paper presented ZKASP, an approach for ZKPbased attestation of software possession, for measuring
instruments in a legal metrology context. It combines
a ZKPoK protocol, as well as randomness from a public
beacon, to address challenges of device attestation. The
ZKPoK allows the verifier (auditor) to remain oblivious
of the content of the software embedded in the audited
instrument. The use of beacon randomness establishes a
publicly verifiable upper bound on the age of each proof.
ZKASP is a proposal where cryptography meets
metrology. It combines a privacy-enhancing cryptographic tool (ZKPoK) and verifiable randomness to enhance the security guarantees of a real use-case requirement (attestation of software possession) of legal metrology. Being a high-level proposal, there are various aspects that deserve a closer look.
The choice of concrete instantiation options can depend on the exact context, e.g., the computational
power of the processing unit (often micro-controllers) of
the measuring instruments. Interesting options concern
the choice of hash function, which may vary between
the widely recognized secure hash algorithm (SHA)
family standard and other more-recent proposals of
ZKP-friendly hashes.
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it could be a hash whose pre-image further contains a
non-repeating counter or randomness.
• MsgXXXtoYYY[A, B](msg): entity of type XXX
(Auth, Audi, or Inst), with public key A, sends message msg to entity of type YYY, with public key B .
• VerGetState(t′ ) returns C and h (StoreState[t′ ]) only
if: C contains t′ ; C is recent; and C has not been used
to produce a proof. Otherwise, it raises an exception.
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Setup Inputs
Auth : (a, A) (own priv-pub key pair)

Inst (Xi ): Response(on input (24))
[parse] (sid, t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi , Yj , σj ) = C

(1)

Audi : (yj , Yj ) (own priv-pub key pair),
A (Auth’s pub key), V (vendor’s pub key)

?

(26)

Xi = Xi

(2)

VerSign[Yj ](σj , (sid, t, rt , t

Inst : (xi , Xi ) (own priv/pub key pair), S (software) (3)

′

, rt′ , Xi , h))

t′′ = GetLocalTime() [optional]
′

(27)
(28)

′′

VerTimes(t, t [, t ])
Auth: Assignment of auditing task

(25)

(29)

?

Hash(S) = h

(30)

(Xi , h, Yj ) = NextAudit()

(4)

π = Πhash (C, S) = ZKPoKhash [S](h, C)

(31)

(t0 , rt0 , σA , σV ) = GetTypeApprovalInfo(h)

(5)

σi = Sign[xi ]((π, h, C))

(32)

t1 = GetLocalTime()

(6)

sid = GetSessionId(t1 , Xi , h, Yj )

(7)

′
σA
= Sign[a]((sid, t1 , Xi , h, Yj ))

(8)

Audi (Yj ): Audit and Transfer (on input (33))

′
StoreState[sid] = (t1 , Xi , h, Yj , σA
)
′
curr = (t1 , Xi , h, σA )

(9)

(C, h) = VerGetState(t′ )

(34)

(10)

VerProof[h](π, C)

(35)

approved = (t0 , rt0 , σA , σV )

(11)

VerSign[Xi ](σi , (π, h, C))

(36)

MsgAuthToAudi[A, Yj ](task, sid, curr, approved)

(12)

MsgAudiToAuth[Yj , A](transfer, (C, π, σi ))

(37)

′

MsgInstToAudi[Xi , Yj ]((proof, t , π, σi ))

(33)

Auth: Central verification (on input (37))
Audi (Yj ): External Challenge (on input (12))
If σA and σV are not previously checked:

t2 = GetLocalTime()

(13)

[parse] (sid, t, rt , t

VerSign[A](σA , (t0 , rt0 , h))

(14)

Bt = GetBeaconPulse[t]

VerSign[V ](σV , (t0 , rt0 , h))

(15)

′
VerSign[A](σA
, (sid, t1 , Xi , h, Yj ))

(16)

Bt = GetBeaconPulse[latest]

(17)

(t, rt ) = ExtractTimeRand(Bt )

(18)

t′ = GetLocalTime()

(19)

rt′ = GetLocalRand()

(20)

σj = Sign[yj ]((sid, t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi , h))

(21)

C = (sid, t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi , Yj , σj )

(22)

StoreState[t′ ] = (C, h)

(23)

MsgAudiToInst[Yj , Xi ](chall, C, h)

(24)

′

, rt′ , Xi , Yj , σj )

(38)
=C

?

(39)
(40)

ExtractRand(Bt ) = rt

(41)

′
(t1 , Xi , h, Yj , σA
)

(42)

= GetState(sid)

?

(Xi , Yj ) = (Xi , Yj )
′

(43)

VerTimes(t, t [, t2 ])

(44)

VerSign[Yj ](σj , (t, rt , t′ , rt′ , Xi , h))

(45)

VerProof[h](π, C)

(46)

VerSign[Xi ](σi , (π, h, C))

(47)

LE =
′′
σA

′
(sid, t1 , σA
, t2 , h, C, π, σi , Bt )

= Sign[a](LE)

′′
Store((LE, σA
))

(48)
(49)
(50)

Legend: Audi: Auditor. Auth: Authority. Bt : beacon pulse with timestamp t. C : external challenge. h: hash of
the software. Inst: Instrument. LE: tuple variable indicating a log entry. LS: tuple variable indicating a local state; π :
proof transcript. Π: (probabilistic) function to produce a C -bound non-interactive ZKPoK of pre-image S of the hash h.
rt : random output value (randOut) from pulse Bt . rt′ : local random value from Audi. sid: session id. σi , σj : signatures
′
by Inst i and Audi j , respectively. σA , σV : signatures by Auth and Vendor at the time of software approval. σA
: Auth’
′′
s signature of current auditing request. σA : Auth’ s signature of final log entry data. S : [expected] software in Inst
i. t: timestamp in pulse Bt . t0 : timestamp of software approval signatures σA , σV t1 : Auth’s timestamp of auditing
request t2 : Auth’s timestamp of received auditing proof t′ : local time at Audi. t′′ : local time at Inst or at Auth. (xi , Xi ):
private/public keys of Inst. (yj , Yj ): private/public keys of Audi.
Figure 2. Baseline ZKASP protocol
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